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January 29

Mountaineering Section elections, 1718 N Street, N.W.

January 30

Cupid's Bower
LEADER: Tom Blevins (584-9126)

*February

6

Carderock, Maryland
LEADER: Chuck Wettling (843-6217)

February

9

Mountaineering Section Business Meeting, 1718 N St., N.W.

February 11 ---- Open House at new PATC Headquarters, 1718 N Street, N.W.
February 13 -

February 19-20

- Harper's Ferry, West Virginia
LEADER: Bob Adams (292-13)40)
Willinmsville, Virginia
LEADER: Ed Goodman (931-2912)
Activity for the week-end will be caving. Since we
will be staying in a cabin and cooking will be
commissary-style (except for lunches), reservations
for the trip must be made with Ed by February 16.

February 27 ---- Great Falls, Maryland
TRADER: George Livingstone (EM 3-7161)
*March

6

March 13

Carderock, Maryland
LEADER: Phil Eddy (WH 2-4231)
Sugarloaf, Maryland
LEADER: Bob Adams (292-13)40)

*Anyone desiring dynamic belay practice with "Oscar" should call Chuck Wettling
(8)43-6217) to make reservations before Carderock Sundays.
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Sunday meeting place and point of departure is the north side of the Chevy Chase
Center--the shopping center just north of Howard Johnson's at Western and Wisconsin Avenues. Meet under the arcade between the Giant Food Store and Fanny Farmer
Candy Store. Departure time: 8:30 a.m. Note with the day's destination will be
left on right side of phone booth (652-985)-i.) by entrance to Giant Food Store.
Climbing lasts all day, and groups of climbers usually stop for supper on the way
home. Bring lunch and water and wear suitable clothing to climb in.
Any interested person is invited to join in
new to climbing you are invited to learn to
or, if you already know a kletterschuh from
using and improving your climbing skills in

the Section's activities. If you are
climb and belay capably and enjoyably;
a chimney, you are invited to enjoy
the company of like-minded people.

*****XX*******Xx**

For any further information concerning the Mountaineering Section, contact:
George LVingstone (363-7161)
4930 Rodman Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

******************

ROCKS STATE PARK, MARYLAND - DECEMBER 12
Don Hubbard (HoJo's only)
Dick Sanford
Lindsay Haisley
Phil Eddy
George Livingstone
Talbot Bielefeldt
Scott Adams
Janet Johnson
Don Stemper

Penny Pierce
Ben and Jill Shapiro
Bob Adams
Larry and Sallie Griffin
Anneliese Matzen
Chuck Wettling
Dave Burdett
Marjorie Coffey
Rick Banning

Bob Armstrong
Tony Gray
Art Wilder
Rich Hall
Tom Blevins
Jack Leiman
Victor Angle
Bill Nicholls

In spite of unfavorable weadmr--mist, fog, and at times, rain--a few climbers
showed up at HoJo's for breakfast, and a fair-sized-crowd finally assembled at .
the rocks to climb. The more experienced- climbers. mostly congregated at the end
of the rocks toward the road where the more interesting climbs are. I did not
hear of any accidents nor of any spectacular climbs being,made. As for.myself,
I spent most of the day at the two easy climbs at the other.end, working with
several relatively inexperienced climbers. We have a good group of these at
present, and I feel that it is important for those of us who have, more experience
to work with them and encourage them. It would be. a .shame,to let their enthusiasm
go to waste; and they are needed to keep the group alive, what with the rapid
turnover of recent years!
About mid-afternoon, who should appear on . thetop of.the.rocks but Bill Nicholls
inviting all to repair to his apartment in North Baltimore. Veryfew passed this
up, and we spent the evening with beer and snacks, recorded music, and assorted
conversations.

Phil Eddy
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'PURPLE HOSS - DECEMBER 19
Chuck Nettling
Margaret Lee
.
Bob and Kate Adams
Karl Edler
Harold Kramer
Anneliese Matzen
Art Wilder

George Livingstone
Tony Gray
Phil, Bob, & Jimmy
Larry Lepley
Mark Carpenter
Bob Williams
Bill Helsel

Mery Oleson
Richard Sideman
Beth Collins
Bill Oscanyon
Don Stemper
'Penny Pierce
Rick Banning

About half of the above number showed up either at HoJo's or at the rocks early
in the day. The other half straggled in during the rest of the morning and '
afternoon, suffering from the after-effects of their exertions during the PATC
headquarter's moving operations the previous day and/or overzealous pre-Christmas
celebrations.
Mt. and Mrs. SterlingHendricks Were seen on the approach to the climbing area
but
Hendricks balked at the thought of crossing the stream so unfortunately
they did not manage to join up with the group.
Despite the bright sun there was a keen wind, which was found particularly penetrating by those unfortunates who had omitted to don their long underwear. The
fire which Kate lovingly tended most of the day was much appreciated and provided
an opportunity for Bob Adams to display his skill in cooking hot dogs (a coating
of hot ash gives them that "gourmet flavor"!). The only one who seemed unaffected
by the temperature was Penny, who continued to indulge in her favorite pasttime-plunging into the Potomac in her log retrieving act.
I am afraid I can report little on the climbing activities of the day, but I
gather people were hard at work on the face climbs and the overhangs. I personally
spent most of my time as Kate's assistant, while intermittently - making numerous
unsuccessful attempts to conquer that nasty little corner climb. Having outlawed
one good handhold for the first move (because I couldn't reach it from ground
level), Chuck subsequently worked out a route by-passing it altogether." At this
rate, every decent hold will soon be. outlawed. The mattelshelforry! retable)
provided good sport for people all day, though maybe'its- popularity was partly due
to its proximityto'the fire
Margaret Lee'

***444***444******

CAMP LEWIS
Joe Nolte
Bill Jarrett
Dave and Jo an Templeton
and niece Debby
Phil Eddy
Anneliese Matzen

MARYLAND 7 DECEMBER 26

Eddie Oliver
Don Stemper
Tal Bielefeldt
Harold Kramer
Bill Oscanyon
Bob, Kate, and Bobby Adams

Furn Walton
Penny Pierce
Bob Williams
Larry Lepley
Tom Blevins
Tony Gray
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The cold front passed Saturday night, and Sunday promised to be cloudy and chill ,
with strong northwest winds. And so it seemed as we piled out at the Carderock
Rec Area parking lot in the early morning hours. A short walk brought us to the
rocks, which stand in the shadow of the Cabin John Bridge. Here, thanks to a
brilliant sun and sheltering hills to the north, we were warm as toast all day.
All of the standard climbs were negotiated by eager troops: the East Face, Junior
Horror, Jam Crack, Pony Express, Blank Wall (to its left), Beginners' Notch, and
the West Sentinel (friction pitch on the corner). Particularly noteworthy were
"first ascents" of the East Face by Phil Eddy and Bobby Adams and the scandalous
tree leaning that could be observed on several attempts on the Blank Wall. It
was most heartening to see Dave Templeton back on the rocks after months of
recuperation from the Grand Prix.
Joe Nolte left early to head
wish him well.

back to Georgia and Officer Candidate School.

We

In the last minutes of the day we scrambled through the greenbriars to the Dome,
a two-step climb that calls for. good balance and clever feet. .:Then it was time
to head dOwn the trail to the card and to a delightful dinner at Marrocco's.
Bob Adams

***XX****XX*

****

SENECA ROCKS, WEST VIRGINIA:- JANUARY 16 AND
Rich Hall
Maggie Teel
Mark Carpenter
Lucille
Penny Pierce

Tony Gray
Art Wilder
Vince De Santi .
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift
couple with Don and Penny

17

Al Klovdahl
Tal Bielefeldt
Mery Oleson
Don Stemper

A clear, cold night found us sleeping out under the stars at Seneca Creek Campground (being too tired to pitch tents), and all anticipating an early start the
next day. About 11:00 am Saturday--after breakfast at the 4-u - we arrived at the
rocks. Although the temperature was never much above freezing, climbing was very
pleasant and everyone had an enjoyable day.
Sunday dawned raw and windy--but the braver among us climbed anyway--although later
reports said that at times they weren't sure whether they were attempting to climb
or fly. I, not being at all brave, went for a hike in the hills behind Seneca
Rocks.
Dinner at Morefield ended the weekend--a pleasant one that we would all like to
repeat soon.
Maggie Teel

******************
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Bob Adams and Family
Tim Schoechle
Ed Goodman
Dave & Joan TemPleton
Grey Bennett
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MARYLAND - JANUARY 23

Chuck Wettling
Rich Hall
Lynn North
Phil Eddy

Margaret Lee
Al Klovdahl
Tom Blevins
Frank Thompson

At 8 a.m. Sunday it. was i.aining - and snowing and generally miserable- outside.
However, the hardier types (that is to say true mountaineers) arrived at Spitzbergen at varying intervals throughout the day. Al Klovdahl says it takes four
hours, on foot, to get to the climbing area from Georgetown--for anyone who's
interested. The day's activitied wound up at Tuohey's, as usual, where all the
deeds of derring-do were discussed at great length. Then all adjourned to the
Adams' for a couple .of hours of the'Teton Mountain Stomp, the Family Waltz,
Road to the Isles and other folk dance tunes. (You will note a singular lack of
specifics about the day's climbing activities: mainly because this writer had
only enough energy to attend the folk dancing festivities--after the weather had
cleared considerably)
Pinky Wheatley

**IHE****X X*****(*

With apologies from the Editors (who managed to misplace this manuscript for
approximately two months) here is a deviationist trip report from Margaret Lee.
"Come on a backpack trip over Dolly Sods. The fall coloring should be good in
the middle of October and you get wonderful views all along the way. The hike
has been done in one day in ten hours, so would make two very easy days with
plenty of time for photography and admiring the scenery." Thus spake Chuck
Wettling, and eventually Bob and Dick Mole and Margaret Lee were convinced this
was sonthing not to be missed.
The trip was originally scheduled.for October. 15-17 but not. the five-day weather - .
forecast for West Virginia insisted:on - bad weather .forthatlWeek.-.end,do instead
we sunned ourselves at Great Falls and thoughtof allithe storms we were inissing.•
The following week-end the forecast predicted occasional showers On:the Saturday
and a clear, sunny Sunday, so off we set from Washington on .the Friday evening
with pouring rain and lowering clouds to spend the night at the Dolly Sods campground. Saturday dawned dry but bitterly cold with a strong wind (which, incidentally, had blown all the leaves off the trees) and an Iron grey sky. Eventually, donned in all our heavy winter clothing, we set forth and soon, in mist and
a light drizzle, we were battling head down across the aptly named "Roaring
Plains," Though the mist never lifted all day, Chuck from time to time had the
audacity to point out where the views should have been. At one stage in the
afternoon we spent one whole hour wandering in circles, knowing in which direction
we wanted to go but unable to do so because of waist-high brush and rhododendron
thickets. Once out of that maze we trudged on looking for a purportedly ideal
campspot but eventually in desperation pitched our tents on the first level(?)
spots we found in the hope of finishing cooking operations before dark. No
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sooner were the tents up than it started snowing--fortunately a drizzly type of
snow-and not-heavy: flakes-,- but nevertheless it continued all night Saturday and
all day Sunday. Bob's "always reliable" stove became temperamental but stew was
eventually served about an hour after the soup had been consumed. The idea of
hot Jello was abandoned and the "good stuff" was imbibed undiluted.
Both tents proved unequal to the conditions and a'somewhat damp and Chilly night
was spent. In the morning we tried to unfasten frozen rucksack zippers and straps
with equally frozen fingers, and scratched beneath the snow for our utensils.
At last we were on our way again and some skillful (or lucky?) navigation brought
us back to a good track which we follwed easily for two to three miles, then the
bushwhacking started again. Nearly seVen hours later four weary figures emerged
on the Harmon road, three miles below the point where Bob's car was parked.
However, •a bribe to the first person we met soon solved that little problem.
Down in the valley the trees were still a riot of color, and We also learned. that
the previsous week-end had been perfect, with temperatures in the 70's. Safely
and warmly back in the car, Bob remarked: "well, Chuck, if it's any comfort to
you, now that it's all over I'm glad I did it." The final comment was made by
Dick, who silently presented Chuck with a hygrograph postcard to enable him to
make his own (more reliable?) weather prognostications in the fUture!
Margaret Lee

************-X*****

Grey Bennett has sent to all the members of the Mountaineering Section an invitation to attend her marriage to Frank Thompson. It is to be held at 10 a.m.
on Saturday,.'February 19, at Cedar Zane Unitarian Church, Bethesda, Maryland,'
with a reception to follow in the Church Social Hall.

L

LETTERS TO EDITORS -

Excerpts from a letter received from A/1C Frank Zahar, now stationed at Da Nang
Air Base, Viet Nam (for his address see December 1965 issue of UP ROPE):
"...I now do my camping permanent style, for I live in a tent. And with these
normal 'cloud-burst' type rains the tent leaks, and right over my bunk .too.:...
Our Marines and Army boys are doing 'a good job; they have-lot of guts and 'all
seem to be so young, 18.-21 years. Their acts of heroiam ate a common thing out
there in the rotten jungles....Our pilots are the same way, many of them volunteering for.a mission over North Viet Nam and soma never coming back. Our helicopter rescue service for them is nothing but the greatest. The prettiest
picture a pilot will ever see is a chopper hovering above his head when he's
been downed out in the China Sea or the jungle....I'd like to thank all those
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of you yho sent a„Christmas card. Believe me, map,
the best morale booster;
I-a.M glad to hear from any-b-Ody---in-the :Cliib. FOr
most pleasant memories of my Washington tour of duty were the days out with
the club and on the rocks."
•

Ruth,Blackburn sent in the following letter to thank all, the members.of the
Section whp showed up on December 18 to help With.the, move of PATC Headquarters
from Sunc*:rland Place to N Street. (She I ll'reej.dent of Trail Club).
•-•
The mountaineering .contingent descended on 1916 Sunderland Place on moving day
with all their muscles alerted, their ears wrapped against the chill wind, of the
day. They plunged into the day's activities with a concentration worthy of a
Stimson's College finals. Oscar never had a chance--there were too many file
cabinets and desks. Several rope-happy helpers.'trid--tO .set up some interesting
climbs on the rear porches of the new house, but something deterred them.
Quaztities of food were consumed continuon:Sly
In spite of!.6.11: these extracurricular activities, the moving was accomplished with speed and no mishaps
(unless someone is hiding something from us!).
Seriously, this is PATC's "thanks for a fine job."
of happy use of our new home.

•

•

We look forward to many years

•.; :

15

THE POTOMACWATERSEtD

•
•

.•
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•

•
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• •.-;

1:

"...the Basin on the whole, pollution ai-id-LSprawl'notWithitanding-„' is a. varied
and lovely piece of Eastern North America....To.-EreAreI dbd.t.it the 'Basin in most
of its parts is to feel inside you the tug and the clean melancholy and the exuberance bf cbantry that-1s country, where men as often as not have settled themselves with some sort of grace and rightness, where much of the natural world
keeps some of the qualities it must always have had or has managed to cover over
the scars of man's past abominationS;';''.
"...The hazy long vistas of the Blue Ridge -and the chill fitie aohei ene:S's of its
high cloudy places, and on its slopes still: here and there some little farms
where men of spare Hibernian breed n1 their own business
or less handicraft ways.:..The Valley, a proud wholenes.0ii-itrs4f);fandVeyOnd':it •
Appala.chia, where each stfeam-ti4641iv.fs a privacy within- its wallg 'Of green and
in the high moist place to whiCh-therrwhole thing rises farthest west, ravens
call and summer comes, idte dnd :almbst::cenadian..,.
.,';And.',the waters...."
--from-Potomac Interim Report to the
President

i

•.
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ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting will be held in the new club house, 1718 N St.,
on Saturday night, January 29, at 8:00 p.m.
The main item of business is the election of new officers for the
coming year. The Nominating Committee, consisting of ex-chairmen
Bob Adams and Chuck Wettling, has been abroad in the land with rack
and irons, seeking to obtain confessions of eagerness to assume the
responsibilities of leadership. The desired confessions were finallY
extracted from the following victims (er-candidates):
For Chairman

:

For Vice-Chairman :

Phil Eddy
Tom Blevins

Additidnal nominations from the floor will be gratefully accepted.
-- Phil Eddy

"...The stars shine in the sky and the mountaineer can
see them.. They have a -life of their- own, yet in a' sense
they belong to his life too; for on them depends his fate.
If they shine, he is happy; if they shine too brightly he
is filled with doubt, for a storm is on the way. If the
clouds have veiled them, snow 'Will fall in the early morning. Electricity may have banished them from man's life
in the valley, but on mo places their golden crystals
are a part of his being...."
-- Gaston Rebuffat
444K44444-1HH:.4H:.iHHHHW
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